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QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS AND SKILL

BUILDING IN PUBLIC AIM ÎffiN[IS11IATK>N

GRADUATE EDUCATION

WILLIAM L. WAUGH, JR.
Georgia State University
RONAL,D JOHN HY
Universiiy of Arkansas at Little Rock
JEFFREY L. BRUDNEY
University of Georgia

INTRODUCTION

The need for ^eater skill building in Master of Public Adminis-
tration (MPA) curricula is increasingly finding expression in the
literature as a result of the new emphasis on outcome assessment in
academic programs.^ Outcome asses^aent encourages a focus on
the "ideal" or "e}q)ected" values and skils of the MPA graiduate (the
"product") as a means of designing curricula and assessing their
success. To oversimplify somewhat, the focus of outcome assessment
is on the knowle(%e and skitk that students are generally eiqpecied to
have when they complete their studies. As a terminal degree for
public and nonprofit sector professionals, the MPA has generally
been defined in terms of the professional values and practical
knowledge and skills needed to survive and prosper in public and
nonprofit agencies and to respond to the interests and needs of
democratic societies.

In some measure, it is generally expected that MPA programs
are providing students with the requisite sldUs in quantitative analy-
sis to be successful and effective public ateinistrators. The focus
here is on the nature and sophisticMion of the specific skills in quan-
titative anal^is that typcaliy are t a v ^ in MPA curricula.

WUte many of the values, knovde(%e, and skUls thetf should be
acquired in an NQ'A program are articiilated in the National Associ-
ation for Schools of Public Affairs and Public Administration's cur-
ricular standards, there is still considerable debate within the
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membership of NASPAA and within other professional and academ-
ic organizations. For example, the debate can be found in recent
writings criticizing the lack of attention among MPA programs to
basic communication skills (e.g., Manns and Waugh, 1990; Ham-
brick, 1990; Waugh and Manns, 1991), microcomputer and other
information technology skills (e.g.. Candle, 1990; Brudney, Hy, and
Waugh, 1993), advanced research techniques (e.g., LaPlante, 1989;
Waugh, Hy, and Brudney, 1991), and management science tech-
niques (e.g., Garson, 1989).

Much the same kind of debate revolves around the question of
what kinds of quantitative analysis skills should be taught in MPA
curricula. To some extent, the central issues have been: what kinds
of skills are in fact required in public and nonprofit sector employ-
ment and what kinds of skills are generally expected of MPA gradu-
ates? The skill needs of public and nonprofit sector administrators
are still uncertain and certainly vary tremendously according to work
responsibilities. There are discussions of appropriate skills for some
occupational categories such as policy analysts (see, e.g., LaPlante,
1989; Schachter. 1985) and program evaluators (see. e.g., Hy and
Brooks, 1984). But, the breadth of the field of public administration
mitigates against the development of a single set of skill needs.

In terms of the skills acquired in MPA programs, earlier studies
of MPA curricula (e.g., Hy, Nelson, and Waugh, 1981; Hy, Waugh,
and Nelson, 1987) have inventoried the statistical and methodologi-
cal techniques taught and questioned the level of sophistication in
quantitative analysis expected of students. Little guidance has been
offered by any of the studies concerning the requisite skills in
mathematics, research methods, and other analysis-related course-
work. Indeed, the Hy, Waugh, and Nelson (1987) analyses have
commented on the difficulty of measuring the capacities of entering
students for more advanced coursework on the basis of prior
coursework, the uncertain value of strong mathematically-based
statistical skills (relative to the value of more superficial "cookbook"
type skills), and the unclear distinction between research and deci-
sion-making skills.

This analysis addresses two principal questions: (1) what kinds of
basic and advanced quantitative analysis skills for research and
public decision-making are students acquiring in MPA programs and
(2) what do those skills suggest for the definition of "outcomes" in
public administration education? The issue of whether MPA pro-
grams prepare students for doctoral education will be examined in a
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limited manner.

First, to proviik context for the discos^cni, one must understand
the imperative to pro^Me for svdi qn^mtitirtive asai^as skills in MPA
programs. According to the curricolar standards pubfished and
promoted by NASFAA, MPA degree prof^ams are encoors^ed to
"enhance the student's values, knowledge, and skills to act ethically
and effectively (Stanikrd 3.21):

In the ai^ication of quantitative and qualitative techniques of anafysis

in:

-Policy and prc^am formulation, implementation and evaluation

-Decision-maldng and problem-soMng.

The Standards go on to say that no specific courses are prescribed,
rather it is left to the prc^ams to provide Ofqiortunities in their
curricula for students to develop those skills. However, under
"General cospetendes" (Stimdard 3.23), the pFOgrams are enjoined
to "develop in students a demonstrated jdnlity to:

--define and diagnose decision situations, collect relevant data, perform

logical analyses, develqp alternatives, imptement an effective and ethical

course of action, and evaluate results;

-organize and communicate information clearly to a variety of audiences

throu^ formats including oral presentations, written memoranda and

technical reports, and statistical charts, ^ i ^ , and tables.

For most MPA programs, "qusmtitative analyi^" has generally meant
research methods, stirtistical a n a ^ ^ saxi/os management science
or problem serving skills.

It is frequ^rtly assumed that the teaching of quantitative methods
and related skills and competencies is on the increase in public
administration programs. For example, Josephine LaPlante (1989:
845) noted in an article:

Public administration and public policy programs have responded by

increasing both the breadth and depth of course offerings and require-

ments in the areas of quantitative and qualitative research methodology,

statistics, program evaluation, policy analysis techniques, and computing.
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Earlier studies by Hy, Nelson, and Waugh, 1981,1987) indicated
increased teaching of quantitative methods and related computer
skills between 1978 and 1984 as part of MPA core curricula. Their
studies also indicated almost unanimity among MPA programs that
students take at least one quantitative analysis course prior to
completing their programs and growing use of the more sophisticat-
ed inferential and management science statistics (Ibid, 1987).

When Robert E. deary (1990) examined the master's degree-
level curricula of the NASPAA member institutions in 1989, he also
found that "research methods" were a major component of the core
curricula of those programs. Moreover, the public policy- and
economics-oriented programs tended to put a greater emphasis on
research methods (Ibid., 666).

In some measure those studies provide arguments for the con-
tent and rationale for quantitative methods courses as well as recog-
nizing the differences among programs in their purposes and ap-
proaches. The importance of the issue may become more apparent
as public administrationalists examine the quality of scholarly re-
search in the field, the utility of research for public sector practice,
and the effectiveness of public sector decision-making itself.

In addition to providing an inventory of quantitative techniques
taught in MPA programs and the skills that students bring into the
programs, several expectations guided this analysis. Certainly the
basic expectation was that the teaching of quantitative techniques in
MPA programs has increased in recent years. That expectation was
based on the more obvious changes in the field of public administra-
tion over the past years in terms of the growing number of doctoral
programs in or offering specializations in public administration
departments and schools. In short, it was deemed useful to under-
stand why programs may have made the choices they did in deter-
mining which quantitative skills should be taught.

As has been suggested in the literature (Waugh and Hy, 1985), it
is assumed generally that research-oriented programs and faculty
will concentrate on social statistics and that the more applied pro-
grams and faculty will concentrate on management science tech-
niques. Therefore, programs in institutional settings with doctoral
programs and/or with close proximity to more traditional disciplines
are more likely to be research skill-oriented than those located in
separate public administration or public affairs units.

In more general terms, if admission standards and quantitative
skill-related prerequisites can be presumed higher for doctoral
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pro-ams than for MPA prop-ams, the level of st^histication of
analytical techniques beii% ta^^t may be assumed related to the
proximity to a doctoral program.

HYPOTHBESES

The first task was to determine just what research aad manage-
ment science skiUs are currently hehg% t a ^ ^ in MPA prc^ams and
how the emphasis on those skiUs have duHpui over the past decade.
In general, the e^qjectatknts were that tasic qualitative, research-
oriented and mmiagement scioice or dedaon-oriented sk& would
be taught by a very large proportion of the NASPAA member
programs and taught more extensively than in past years.

The second task was to examine the differences among MPA
programs in terms of the kinds of quantitative skills being taught.
Two ei^ected determkaots of research>orientalion were identified.
First, the MPA pn^ams were cMegorized in terms of whether their
institutions have Acxtot^'level puMc ateimstration prc^ams for
vfbich the NB*A prc^ams wtHild likely generate students or act as
"feedback" for the doctoral programs. It was e}q>ected that such
programs wotild be more traditional, discipline-based, and would
thus pay greater attention to basic research skills than those without
doctored prc^ams.

Second, the programs were categorized %:cordii^ to institutional
setting, i.e., within a political science department, as a separate
public admini^itticm department within a college of Mberal arts and
sciences or within a separate school or coU^e of public affairs. The
expectation was that the politiod science-ba^d programs would be
more traditicmally research-oriented than those in separate depart-
ments or schools.

A somewhat greater empha&is on maai^ment science was also
expected amoog tiims prc^aais in separate pid̂ Mc administration
departments. WhMe ccmsMerable institutional variaticm was expeded
in the third cat^ory, it was expected that Utese ^ogcams too would
be more management sdence-oriented tlum thc^e in pdJtical science
departments.

In summary, the hypcrtheses that giuded the analysis were:

Hj = The teaching of quantitative analysis techniques in
MPA programs has increased over the past six years.

H2 = The public administration programs offering doctoral
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degrees put greater emphasis on research skill building than
those offering only MPA degrees.

H^ = The MPA programs housed in more traditional disci-
pline-defined (political science) departments put greater
emphasis on research skill building than those housed in
separate public administration imits.

H^ = The MPA programs housed in separate, more auton-
omous schools of public administration put greater emphasis
on management science skill building than those housed in
more traditional units.

METHODS

Replicating many of the questions used by Hy, Nelson, and
Waugh in their 1978 and 1984 studies of research methods in MPA
programs (Hy, Nelson, and Waugh, 1981; Waugh and Hy, 1985; Hy,
Waugh, and Nelson 1987), a survey was conducted during 1990.
Questionnaires were mailed to all of the NASPAA member institu-
tions indicating in the Association directory that they offer masters
degrees in public administration. Institutions offering only under-
graduate or doctoral degrees and those offering masters degrees
clearly designated as public policy or general public affairs were not
surveyed.

The principal representatives contacted were asked to pass the
questionnaire onto the quantitative methods and computing instruc-
tors in their MPA programs. It is important to note that the expecta-
tion was and is that the data collected represent the impressions or
best estimations of the respondents, rather than thorough analyses of
curricula, syllabi, and student records.

Second and third waves of questionnaires were mailed to nonre-
sponding programs. All programs identifying themselves as being
something other than MPA programs were eliminated from the
study during the survey itself. One hundred, thirty nine or 73.5
percent of the 189 MPA programs with membership in NASPAA
eventually responded.

Analysis of the nonrespondents did not indicate a pattern refiec-
tive of any of the program categories examined here. That is, the mix
of political sdence-based and other kinds of programs was essential-
ly the same as that noted in NASPAA's most recent analyses of its
membership. The percentages of larger and smaller programs were
consistent with those analyses as well. There were also no discernible
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TABLE 1
ANALYTICAL SiOLLS OF ENTERING

MPA STUDENTS
(in perceittages)

Prior Cowcmmmmk 1978 1984 1989

Research Methods

Data Processing

Basic statistics

Advanced Mathematics
Calculus
Matrix Algebra
Vector Analysis
Differential

Equations
Computer Programming

Philosophy of Science

22

10

36

*
6
7
0
1

6

i *

Management Information*
Systems

Operations Research

Microcomputer usage

*

*

23

9

45

*
5
4
1
1

5

2

*

*

*

34

20

51

11
*
*

*

14

8

9

6

36

Sources of 1978 and 1984 data: Hy,
Nelson, and Waugh (1981) and Hy,
Waugh, and Nelson (1987).* denotes
items not included in that survey.
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TABLE 2
TYPES OF QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUES

TAUGHT IN MPA PROGRAMS
(in percentages)

Techniques 1978 1984 1990

Basic Statistics
Measures of

Association
Measures of

Dispersion
Tabular Statistics
Linear Statistics

Advanced Statistics
Partial Correlation
Linear Regression
Nonlinear Regression
Factor Analysis
Nonparametric

Statistics
Analysis of Variance

91

93
84
89

58
83
21
15

27
57

95

95
92
92

63
91
37
33

44
73

Manaaement Science Statistics
Time Series Analysis
Inventory Analysis
Queuing
PERT/CPM

38
16
28
41

47
16
34
50

97

95
96
97

70
93
36
27

61
70

49
13
18
44

Sources of 1978 & 1984 data were
Hy, Nelson, and Waugh (1981) and
Hy, Waugh, and Nelson (1987).
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patterns in the geographic distribution of nonrespondents; conse-
quently the results are reflective of MPA programs nationally

FINDINGS

As Table 1 iadicates, the studeats entering MPA programs in-
creasingly have prior coursework in basic statistics, research meth-
ods, data processing, computer prc^ammii^ advanced mathemat-
ics, and the philosophy of science. While the percentages are still
relatively low for most of those skills, it is clear that students are
receiving at least some foundation in statistics and research methods
as part of their undergraduate programs and/or are beiag refl[uired
to take such coursework as prerequisites for the publk administra-
tion studies.

Without comparative data it is impossible to gauge change in the
students' backgrounds in management information systems and
operaticMis research, although it is evident that few entering students
have been exposed to those skills. Similarly changes cannot be
gauged in terms of microcomputer skills but it is noteworthy that
over one-third have some experience with microcomputers. Rather
than asking about specific prior coursework in calculus, matrix
algebra, vector analysis, the survey asked more generally about
students' badcground in advanced maUiematics.

Consistent with those earlier findings, the small percentage
(11%) of students entering with strong backgrounds in advanced
mathematics suggests that MPA curricula may have to address those
deficiencies before strei^hening their quantitative skill courses or
choose "cookbook" approaches to quantitative analysis that do not
require theoretical background on the techniques being used.

The data in Table 2 indicate that the overwhelming majority of
the MPA programs require their students to learn basic descriptive
statistics. While the categories of "basic statistics" and "advanced
statistics" are admittedly awkward and are only utilized to offer a
very general means of comparison, the responses do provide useful
information. The percentages of programs requiring students to
learn "basic" skills have increases since 1978 and 1984 and are
approaching 100 percent.

Clearly the Hrst hypothesis concerning increased emphases on
quantitative techniques is supported. However, the percentages of
pr(^ams requiring students to learn more sophisticated techniques
are leveling off and, in some cases, decreasing. For example, the
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TABLE 3
TYPES OF QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUES

TAUGHT IN MPA PROGRAMS
BY HIGHEST PROGRAM DEGREE

(in percentages)
Degree

Technique PhD MPA

Basic Statistics
Measures of Association 100 96
Measures of Dispersion 98 94
Tabular Statistics 95 96
Linear Statistics 100 96

Advanced Statistics
Partial Correlation 73 69
Linear Regression 98 90
Nonlinear Regression 24 41
Factor Analysis 22 29
Nonparametric Statistics 63 60
Analysis of Variance 71 69

Management Science Statistics
Time Series Analysis 46 50
Inventory Analysis 12 13
Queuing 28 17
PERT/CPM 39 47
Other 22 10*

N"^ 41 94~
______
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TABLE 4
TYPES OF QUANTTTATIVE TECHNIQUES

TAUGHT IN MPA PROGRAMS
BY INSTTTUTIONAL SEITING

(in percentages)

Technique

Basic Statistics
Measures of

Association
Measures of

Dispersion
Tabular

Statistics
Linear

Statistics

Poli
Sei
D«pt

95

95

96

96

Advanced Statistics
Partial

Correlation
Linear

Regression
Nonlinear

Regression
Factor Analysis
Nonparainetric

Statistics
Analysis of

Variance

71

93

34
27

54

61

PA

91

91

96

96

68

94

43
28

72

72

School/
Collefe
Other

100

100

94

100

71

94

32
26

58

81
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TABLE 4 (cont.)

TABLE 4 (Continued)
TYPES OF QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUES

TAUGHT IN MPA PROGRAMS,
BY INSTITUTIONAL SETTING

(in percentages)

Setting
Poli PA School/

Technique Sci Dept College
Dept Other

Management Science Statistics
Time Series

Analysis
Inventory
Analysis

Queuing
PERT/CPM
Other

46

11
9
38
18

47

15
17
47
11

55

13
35*
55
10

N = 56 47 31

* p<.01
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teaching of linear regression and time series analysis techniques
increased only slightly while the teaching of nonlinear regression,
queuii^ and PERT/CPM techniques has decreased (in some cases
dramatically). The increased percentage of programs teaching
nonparametric statistics, from 44 to 61 percent, is the only sugges-
tion of greater scqjhistication in the repertoire of quantitative tech-
niques that MPA students are acquiring. Indeed, there is ample
evidence of a decline in the teachmg of management science tech-
niques in MPA prc^ams.

Table 3 permits aa exanoiiiatioa of the quantitative techniques
broken down t^ the level of degree offered by the public administra-
tion unit. Not surprisingly, the units offerii^ doctoral degrees in
public administration are more likely to require their students to
become familiar with the basic research techniques than those imits
offering MPA degrees as their h^es t de^ee.

Interestingly, the highest percentages of programs requiring
students to acquire skills in nonlinear regression and factor analysis
are those without doctoral prc^ams. The two groups were roughly
similar in terms of the teaching of nonparainetric statistics, analysis
of variance, time series analysis, and inventory analysb. And, while
the MPA-only programs clearly put a greater empka^ on the teach-
ing of PERT/CPM, the progriuns with doctoral degrees were more
likely to teach students queuing techniques.

On the whole, the programs with doctoral level students do seem
to be slightly more quantitatively oriented, as suggested by the
second hypc^esis but the difference is certainly not great. Similarly,
the MPA-only programs may be very slightly more management
science-oriented.

In terms of the impact of institutional settings on the teaching of
quantitative techniques, the data in Table 4 suggest that those pro-
grams located in public administration/public affairs schools or
colleges are more likely to require basic statistical skills and man-
agement science skills. Those programs housed in political science
departments, too, require more basic skills of their students than
those programs in separate public administration departments
althou^ the latter do appear more demanding of the sophisticated
quantitative skills, including management science skills.

The impact of institutional setting on the kinds of techniques
taught is important. The data support the conclusion that MPA
programs housed in public administration/public affairs schools or
colleges are more likely to teach the kinds of techniques that are
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assumed to be most useful to practitioners, i.e., basic statistics and
management science techniques.

It is also noteworthy that the separate public administration
departments, while slightly less likely to require students to learn the
more basic statistical techniques, are more likely to require them to
learn the more sophisticated research-oriented analytical techniques.
Thus, the third and fourth hypotheses concerning the relationship
between institutional setting and program emphases are not consist-
ently supported. Chi-square analysis, moreover, indicated unaccept-
ably low levels of significance in most of the relationships between
variables (except where noted).

CONCLUSIONS

In general terms, the data support the expectations and are
generally consistent with the common wisdom. The teaching of
quantitative methods in MPA programs is almost imiversal but the
level of sophistication is generally not high among most of the
programs. The question of whether the more practitioner-oriented
programs would emphasize management science over sophisticated
research techniques was also answered generally in the affirmative
with some qualifications that will be addressed below. The data also
raise important questions concerning the content of MPA curricula.

First, the data here do provide some foundation for programs
evaluating their curricular requirements relative to quantitative
analysis and seeking benchmarks for the repertoire of skills to be
required of MPA students. The data also raise questions concerning
the kinds of techniques that should be required of MPA students.
Given the finding that over one-half of the entering students have
some background in basic statistics, the data in Table 2 are all the
more interesting. It may be understandable that public administra-
tion departments put less emphasis on basic skills when more and
more of their students already have such skills upon beginning their
programs of study.

By the same token, the emphasis placed on basic skills generally
may be misplaced. In short, we may be duplicating undergraduate
coursework for increasing numbers of the students in our MPA
programs. We may also want to examine whether the "cookbook"
approach to quantitative analysis, while practical and perhaps neces-
sitated by MPA students' generally poor mathematical backgrounds,
limits the sophistication of the techniques with which they can deal.
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The 36 percent of the pr<^ams that indicated that most of their
students already have microcomputer slcffls «4ien banning their
MPA stipes also s u ^ e ^ tiat more atteatknt should be paid to the
assessment of siadi sloUs, the aw^EUice of iHrnecessary dapUcation,
and the integratioin of more advanced applications in appropriate
courses.

The inventory of techniques, however, should not be taken as a
guide for what an MPA curriculum should include. To the extent
that pr(^ams have different purposes, skill needs may differ among
graduates. For example, programs that enroll more preservice
students should perhaps consider requiring more of the sophisticat-
ed analytical techniques to prepare graduates for the kinds of entry-
level program, policy or budget analysis positions that they typically
may find. More senior, executive-level students may need a "literacy"
level of knowledge about data anal^is and decision-making, i.e., a
working knowlec^e of the tedbniqiies that subordinates and technical
personnel may be using rather than a more advanced level.

The quantkative skiU building necessarily should be appropriate
to the needs of the students and the expected outcomes of the MPA
prc^am. The relevance of the skiBs, in terms of both usefulness and
use in the public sector positions filled by MPA program graduates,
is critical in assessing program outcomes (Faerman and Jablonka,
1990:271-272).

Quantitative analysis courses and course components can also
serve a number of purposes, only some relating to the skill needs of
program graduates. Unfortunately, quantitative analysis require-
ments have frequently been used as gatekeeping mechanisms
(sometimes along with one or more economics courses) in MPA
programs. Perhaps more frequently, the sequencing of courses does
not encourage the integration of quantitative analysis skills into
substantive courses. In such cases, quantitative analysis skills become
a hurdle rather than a tool for students.

The leveling off or decline in the sophistication of the quantita-
tive analysis and decision-making techniques taught may be a reflec-
tion of the increased number of MPA prc^ams and presumably
broader student clientele \a&e or an indication of some disillusion-
ment with the utility of the more sophisticated quantitative analysis
techniques. Or, the numbers may simply mean that programs are
readiing the appropriate levels of emphases and differences among
programs and reflect the diversity of MPA curricula. As one practi-
tioner-oriented teacher of quantitative methods commented in
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response to a survey item: "Why would an MPA program even want
its students to understand, let alone use, factor analysis?"

It has also been suggested that the answer is that faculty tend to
teach what they use themselves (Hy, Waugh, and Nelson, 1987). But,
the recent debate in Fublic Administration Review over the quality of
research would seem to indicate otherwise because faculty are not
using the more sophisticated techniques themselves (e.g., McCurdy
and Cleary, 1984; Perry and Kraemer, 1986; Houston and Delevan,
1990).

An obvious response to that conclusion is that MPA programs
are not expected to be research-oriented, therefore the issue of
whether public administration scholarly research is of low quality is
not relevant to professional education except to the extent that it
refiects the scholarship of public administration faculty. Indeed, the
evidence shows that few of the quantitative skills thus acquired are
actually used in public sector employment (Hy and Brooks, 1984;
LaPlante, 1989).

The need for research-oriented skills, however, is manifest.
Hindy Lauer Schachter (1985:1-3), for example, does find that the
kinds of analytical techniques taught have an impact on policy-
making and argues for greater attention to social science-oriented
analytical techniques to balance the use of economic analysis tech-
niques that have come to dominate policy analyses in government
agencies.

To a lesser extent, concerns have been e}q>ressed concerning the
negative impact of management science techniques, most frequently
grounded on economic assumptions and values and perhaps insensi-
tive to other social and political values, on public management prac-
tice. Interestingly, the development of decision-making skills among
students in public administration masters degree programs, as
evidenced by the teaching of management science techniques, has
shown some decline in recent years according to at least one study
(Waugh and Hy, 1985).

It is not argued that quantitative analysis techniques are unim-
portant to public administration education, rather that some atten-
tion needs to be paid to the kinds of techniques being taught and
their uses. Indeed, while research-oriented techniques are perhaps
less useful in practitioner settings, there is a need for MPA students
to understand and be able both to use and to conduct applied re-
search. The basic analytical techniques are the same although there
may be important differences in terms of the level of sophistication
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in the technkpies beii% aiq>lied.
Notwithstanding that observation, there is also a real danger that,

as the field develops and academic programs proliferate, more and
more students will be moving from MPA programs into doctoral
programs and will lack tbe kiwis of methods and an^ytical skills that
students generally acquire in more traditional, academic masters
degree programs. Just as the distiactkm between practice-oriented
Doctor of Public Administration (DPA) programs and research-
oriented Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) programs has become
blurred, the fundamental differences between professional and
academic or discipline-based programs are also being overlooked
(Waugh, Hy, and Brudney, 1991). In short, while the practice-
orientation of MPA and other profes«oiial programs is fundamental,
public adminislrati(Hialists shoidd be concerned about the research
skills that students acquire because we want those students to be
able to use our scholarly research as well as to conduct their own
applied research.

The most important imm raised may be that concerning the
academic {H^ t̂aration of stjNMî its for entiy into do<tc»ral prc^ams.
To the extent that increi^ed experience with manf^ement science
techniques usuidfy means a conccmtaat decrease in experience with
research-oriented techniques, recruitii^ doctoral students from
MPA prc^ams may n»:esstote b o i U ^ stro% social ststtistics and
research design components into the curriculum as prerequisite to
the more sub^antive coi^sework and research.

Notwithstanding the finding that MPA programs housed in
separate public ateinistration depurtnu^nts are more likely to re-
quire students to learn more so^isti<;ated techniques than those
programs housed la pql^M sdenice departments, the nature of the
orienti^ion may ̂  be critieaL As noSueA % Wai#i, Hy, and Brud-
ney (1991), there are problems wl^n students enter doctoral pro-
grams wn&out some e^^rience in the <te^D and logistics of inten-
sive and large-scale research projects, let alone with(Nit knowle%e
of the amHTopriate researdbt ^fsigns aad methods. The practitioner-
oriented pr(^ams t;^aiUy do not require the same kinds of aca-
demic exercises as tlw more tracUtional research-oriented prc^ams,
nor should they necessarily.

The solution may be greater attention to the skill needs of doc-
toral students in ptdsiic ateioistrMion, focwc^ on both quantitative
analysis skills and research methock, rather than on any adjustment
of public administration masters degree curricula to put greater
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emphasis on research skills. Certainly, the relationships between
MPA and public administration doctoral curricula should be clari-
fied in terms of skill content.

That is not to say, however, that building the analytical skills of
MPA students should be overlooked. Program faculty should ask
just how important management science or decision-making tech-
niques are to their students and what skills they are intended to
develop. In some measure that is a crucial question concerning the
definition of MPA programs and the Master of Public Administra-
tion degree itself. It is perhaps the basic question in defining our
expected (or hoped for) outcomes.

NOTES

1. Partial funding for this study was provided by the American Society for Public

Administration's Section on Public Administration Education.
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